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The Black Hornet: an action packed and utterly gripping thriller from the best-selling James Ryker

seriesWhat do you do when the love of your life vanishes without a trace? If youâ€™re

ex-intelligence agent James Ryker you search for the answers whatever the cost, however much

blood and sacrifice it takes...Six months ago Lisa was taken from Ryker, and heâ€™ll stop at nothing

to find out who is responsible and why. Following a trail to Mexico, the ex-Joint Intelligence Agency

asset soon finds himself in the firing line of enemies he long thought heâ€™d left behind. Set-up for

the murder of a former informant, Ryker is thrown into a crumbling jail run by The Black Hornet, the

notorious leader of a Mexican drug cartel. But what connects the cartel to the informantâ€™s

murder, and to Lisaâ€™s disappearance? And just who is the mystery American claiming he can

help Ryker in his hour of need?The Black HornetÂ is the second book in the bestselling James

Ryker series. PartÂ Bourne,Â partÂ Reacher,Â itâ€™s an explosive and action-packed thriller to

rival any other.Also available in The James Ryker Series:The Red Cobra
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Rob Sinclair's followup story, The Black Hornet, to the debut James Ryker series is a middling,

uneven offering. Ostensibly, Ryker ends up in Mexico looking for his girlfriend who went missing at

the end of book 1. Due to past interactions with drug cartels in Mexico, he gets tagged for a framed

murder and gets thrown into prison. With suspicious drug cartel wondering what "Carl Logan" is

doing back in Mexico, along with Ryker reluctance to ever mention he's just looking for his girlfriend,

results in lots of senseless and useless violence. Subsequently, a British JIA asset (who doesn't

know him) and a mysterious other "connected" guy, co-opt Ryker for their own plans that involve a

US Army colonel and a US Congressman who are somehow involved in a gun running scheme with

some of the drug cartels.Tradecraft is severely limited as Ryker mostly bounces around trying, along

with the reader to determine exactly what is going on. The good guys versus bad guys is never

quite clear and jumps around quite a bit. The prison portion was a bit overdone. The big reveal at

the end as to the identity of the mastermind was a bit of a stretch. Ryker seems to be evolving into a

sort of "lost in space" guy who will wander into all sorts of nefarious situations while searching for

his girlfriend.

Excellent! Rob Sinclair does not disappoint. I could not put this book down. Ryker is set up by cartel

members and spends time in a very rough Mexican prison. I found that to be difficult reading. Made

me quesy and upset. I was relieved when that part was over with. Ryker finds some answers about

his missing wife, Lisa, which the next book will hopefully reveal. I didn't want this book to end!

I liked this book. Lots of action and a believable story. For what ever reason I read this Book 2

before I read book one. (possibly price) I am currently reading Book 1 of the series and I would

suggest that anyone purchasing this series that they start with book 1 as it addresses several

situations that are referenced many times in Book 2

A great story, rich in detail and description. Fraught with twists and turn throughout the book until

finally at the very end the "American" is revealed. I highly recommend this book, but read The Red

Cobra first if you haven't already done so. I can't wait for for the next one. Watch out world...Ryker is

out for revenge!

A very well written story. There is some real violent scenes throughout the book that some may find

difficult. However, this makes the book all the more interesting. How can Ryker get beyond this

violence and evil and remained unscathed? You will see, but you will also be surprised with how it



ends.

I discovered Rob Sinclair about a year and a half ago. One book in and I was hooked. His stories

are fast paced and hook me in the first few chapters. This book was no exception. James Ryker is

the British version of Jack Reacher. Read the entire book in one sitting.

I have read every book by Rob Sinclair and hunting for more. This series is the most amazing series

I have read and the characters you are joined at the hip with. Always intriguing and full of mystery

and suspense. These books are a must read from the beginning. There is another series that

comes before this one so be sure to start with it to get a full grasp of the characters. You will be up

all night reading.

I loved the first book, not as much with the second. Some scenes felt like it was written by a different

person. Too many coincidences in book. But It was a good read. Maybe if I had not kept falling

asleep reading, it would have seemed better. The ending is good.
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